
The Big Question: 
 

What would a 
journey 

through your 
body look like?  

As Artists we will: 
 
Combine pattern, tone and 
shape to make a collage and 
compare methods to those 
of others.  
Look at an artist and their 
work.  

As Computer technicians we will:  
Be learning how systems and 
networks work.  
Look at simple coding and how data 
and information is sent.  
 

As Citizens in PSHE we will:  
Understand how to make friends and why we sometimes 
fall out.  
Understand why we feel angry sometimes and how to deal 
with this and unkind behaviour.  
 

As Athletes we will: 
Take part in twice-weekly outdoor P.E 
lessons or follow online exercise 
activities at home.  

Dear Parents/Carers of Year Six, 
Spring Term 2021 
Here is our topic for this term. Please use it to support your children’s learning.  
 
 
 
 
 

As Historians we will:  
 
Learn how medicine has 
developed and summarise 
how Britain has had a major 
influence on world history.  
 

 
 
 

As Scientists we will: 
Identify and name the main parts of the 
human circulatory system and describe the 
functions of the heart, blood vessels and 
blood.  
Recognise the impact of diet, exercise, 
drugs and lifestyle on the way our bodies 
function.  

 
 

As Linguists we will:  
Apply previous skills and knowledge 
of topic areas such as places in a 
town, buying items from a shop, 
giving directions, homes and 
numbers to develop our speaking and 
listening abilities.  

As Musicians we will: 
 
Be listening and appraising pieces 
of music by very different artists to 
then compose our own music.  
 
Discuss inclusive representation 
within the music industry.  
 

As readers we will: 
Be reading ‘Wonder’ by R.J. Palacio and practicing our 
comprehension skills. 
Move onto reading ‘The Secret Garden’ by Frances 
Hodgson Burnett and looking at ‘Anatomy: A Cutaway 
Look Inside the Human Body’ by Helene Druvert and 
Jean-Claude Druvert.  

 


